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Answer of all the questions (short asiswer' as well as descriptivé) are to be: givénwvin the main 
answer-book only. Answers of short ansyer type questions must be given in sequential order. 

Similarly all the parts of one question of descriptive part should be answered at one place 

in the answer-book. One complete question 'should not be answéred at difterent places in the 

answer-book. 
iTiA 

Write your roll number on question paper before start writing answers of questions. 

Question paper consists of three Par teh auoa 

All three parts are compulsory. 

PARTI (Very Short Answer) consists 10 questions of 2 marks éach. Maximum limit 
for each question is upto 40 words. 

PART-I ti(Shórt Answer) consiasts 5 questions.of4 marks each. Maxsimum limit for each 
question is upto 80 words. 

PART-III: (Long Answer) consists 5 questions of 12 marks each with internal choice. 

1. Attempt all questions. Each question carries 2 marks 
Mention any four differences between C++ and Java. v n e at 

cii) How can you prevent inheritance ín Java? 
=+(i) What is meant by package scope of members?eh 

(iv) What are checked and unchecked exceptions? 

(v) What is an Applet? 
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(vi) 
What are interfäcès and how are they different from abstracbrclasses? 

(vii). What is a, socket? 1-3 A). 
(vii) What is delegation event model in Java? 

(ix) What are different categories of JDBC drivers?

Ci.1 Discuss about the Collectioni ierarch briefiy }.A..9.4 

PART-I 

10x2-20 

2. Attempt all questions. Each question carries 4 marks: 

) Discuss features of Java in detail. 

(i)What are the differences between regular for loop and for-éach loop? 

m(ii) Whattaré inner classes and how are theydefined? 

T-bro to What is multi-threading and how is it beneficial? s.17, 
IV) 

5x4-20 

vssiDifferentiate between AWandi yings 125 sraiasro3 si) sN10 3 
ead-tgsf1s 

PART-III 

12 
3 Discuss in detail the features of Object-oriented programming. 

OR 

TEiDiscuss about, various., decision-making statements in Java with syntax and examples. 
12 

4 How äre 2D arrays declared and used in Java? Write a program to input and sort an 

12 

array of name of students. 

OR 

What is inheritance and how is it beneficial for building software components? How does

12 

Java support inheritance? Show using an example nuA

Differentiate between 'i + : wj.. Rib ut v aM 
5. 

(a) Character Stream v/s Bytê: Stream.n nel uf u 

6+6-12 

(b) Listeners and Adapters:9:tie) a innam 

2 OR 1 E, r 1 

12 
Discuss about different layout managers available in Java. i i s 

2 
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*******

What is multi-threading and what are its advantages? How is multi-threading supported 6. 

by Java programming language? 12 
OR 

Write a program to draw an Window or Applet with a text box and a button. WheneverT 
the user will press the button the yalue of the counter text box will increase by 1. 

12 

What is socket programming in Java and what classes are used for it?7. 12 

What is the Collection framework? Discuss the Collection class hierarchy in Java. 

12 

***** 
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